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Seeing Through and Seeing Beyond
Allowing users to see through and see beyond,
Lumus solutions are taking vision to the ultimate
level by redefining what can be viewed on the go.
Providing a super large screen anywhere that users
look and wherever they are, Lumus eyeglasses offer video content and information in the blink of an
eye, generating simultaneous connectivity to what
users want to see and what users need to see.

umus Ltd. was founded in 2000 by Dr.
Yaakov Amitai, whose revolutionary and
patented LOE technology is the basis for
the company’s core technology and business.
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LOE Ultra-Thin Lens
The LOE is an ultra-thin, see-through lens that
displays large, high quality images and enables
the design of eyeglasses with a completely natural look. The LOE shatters the perceived laws of
physics that have prevented personal displays
from being compact, lightweight, translucent, normal looking and inexpensive, and offers a window
of opportunity to an extensive range of exciting
applications.

OEM and Professional Markets
While Lumus plans to OEM its core optical engine
to a handful of leading Consumer Electronics manufacturers, it offers is PD-18 series display directly
to the Professional markets of Aviation, Medical,
Military and Assembly/Maintenance/Warehouse
Management. The transparent display enables its
wearers to operate hands-free while maintaining
critical situational awareness – increasing safety,
productivity and efficiency.
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New Human Visual Experience
Using this cutting-edge LOE technology, Lumus is
providing a new dimension for the human visual
experience. Enriching human vision with completely natural-looking, see-through eyewear,
Lumus is generating a paradigm shift in display
technology, changing behavior patterns and establishing new horizons in the world of displays.
Headed by a team of visionary leaders and pioneers in the world of optics and personal displays,
Lumus is creating a new way of living, working,
communicating and enjoying movies, TV and video games.
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